
SWIFT MEDICAL SOLUTIONS

Business Overview

If you spend just 34 minutes a day on admin tasks, you miss 
at least 2 patient visits (thats at least 40 visits a month)
 
With our help you can return to caring for your patients and 
building a long lasting profitable business.
 
Start getting full reimbursement from your contracts, effective Start getting full reimbursement from your contracts, effective 
patient pay, on-time verifications, fewer denials and less 
money lost!

   

Increasing Your Revenue
OUR MISSION

Medical billing with a team with each biller having an 
average of 9 years experience.

Expert knowledge of ICD-10 CPT/HCPCS codes and 
the intricate details of coding for the right procedures.

Insurance verification - You get paid and the patient 
clearly understands their patient pay responsibility. (No 
surprise bills, no unpaid balances.)

Claim denials – When they pile up you lose money. We Claim denials – When they pile up you lose money. We 
appeal, manage and collect the revenue for you.

Credentialed physicians can bill for patient time. We 
ensure timely submissions and complete forms for 
seamless credentialing with no gaps.

Indexing medical records. Quick retrieval means better, 
faster denial management and successful appeals.

Our Competitive Edge
HOW WE DO IT



Accuracy  
Our team of experienced billers stays on top of their professional ability by closely monitoring the developments by the 
American Medical Association (AMA). It allows us to submit claims with a staggering level of accuracy and reduce the 
denial rate drastically. We ensure that within a few months the denial rate of claims for your practice, hospital or lab would 
be reduced to fewer than 5%.

 
We realize that getting the payments from insurance providers is the single most crucial source of inflow for a service pro-
vider given the model of business. We make it a priority that all claims are processed with precision and submitted at the 
earliest to over 4500 providers supported by our software. We study the patient visit cycle for every client and dedicate re-
sources to processing accordingly ensuring that all claims are submitted within minimum time resulting in timely payments. 
At the same time, we keep track of a practices’ AR and make necessary processing at the earliest to reduce your AR.

Coordination
At Swift Medical Solutions we are always available to address concerns of our valued clients. We take great pride in our 
ability to create an environment of cooperation where you find us right by your side available at the click of a button 24 
hours a day and 7 days a week. We are always available on our multiple platforms which ensures the sense of security and 
cover, especially in challenging times be it decreased patient flow, staggering AR’s or a global pandemic.

Our Values and Services

   

Eficiency



   

https://swiftmds.com

